The system of delivery of local public communal services in the city Turzovka, Slovakia



Introduction

	By virtue of Slovak National Council Act 369/1990, a system combining local state administration and local self-government during the old regime was replaced. Under current legislation, local government is constituted in municipalities that are territorial and legal entities.  Within limits set by the law, local self-governments manage their own budgets and assets. The state administration may delegate local self- governments by additional responsibilities financed by state funds. Local self-government authorities are elected directly by the local population.  
	Local self-government authorities may freely associate with other local self-government authorities and thus may form regional or other interest organisations.  Such associations, however, may manage only those matters specifically referred to them by local self-governments.
	There are more than 2800 municipalities in Slovakia, of which 136 had the status of a town and 4 of military districts. Over two thirds of the total number of municipalities have population of less than 1000. 
	Municipal budgets are autonomous part of public budgets. Share of state taxes (natural and legal persons income tax, road tax) represents about 22 % of total revenues of municipalities, and block and specific grants from the state and current and capital transfers, 17,5 % of total revenues of municipalities. Other revenues are derived from own activities of municipality.	Municipalities independently decide and act on all matters pertinent to the administration of municipalities and their property, unless legislation specifically assigns such acts to the state or to another legal bodies. Pursuant to the law, municipalities exercise their standard self-government functions and have following economic and management responsibilities:
* comprehensive construction of housing and connected infrastructure,
* maintenance and administration of public property,
* local public transportation in large cities,
* construction, maintenance a management of local roads and parking places, public spaces, public green, public lighting, marketplaces, cemeteries.  Local water resources and wells, water supply networks, sewage and water purification establishments in small municipalities,
* construction, maintenance a management of establishments addressing local culture, sport, leisure, tourism, child care, ambulatory health services and basic social services, 
* support for education, nature and heritage protection, culture and artistic hobbies, physical culture and sport,
* support for humanitarian activities,
* administration of municipality, municipal police and fire service.

	To realise these activities all municipalities freely decide on the respective system of delivery. In some cases traditional public sector delivery forms, in other current approaches based on public/private mix principle are used (Čadca, other city in respective region, represents example, where all basic public communal services were contracted). 
	The important part of research activities of authors of this paper is evaluation of current forms of delivery of public services in transitional countries in CEE, with focus on situation in Slovakia and partly also in the Czech Republic. In this paper we evaluate situation in small city of Northwester Slovakia – Turzovka..


The system of delivery of public communal services in Turzovka

The small town Turzovka is situated in northwester part of the Slovak Republic, not far from the border with Poland. Its territory is 3500 km2  and the number of inhabitants is about 8000. 
	As all other Slovak municipalities the city is responsible for delivery of respective local public services, according to valid legislation. The system of delivery shall guarantee high quality and low costs supply of local public services to the inhabitants. Modern approaches of public/private partnerships, like contracting-out might be one tool to achieve this goal.
According to the law 369/90 Zb. of the National Council of the Slovak Republic the city Turzovka is responsible for, and provides following municipal communal services:

-	waste collection and waste disposal,
-	construction and maintenance of municipal roads and other communications,
-	cleaning of the municipality,
-	management of public parks,
-	management of cemeteries,
-	management of public lighting,
-	supply of drinking water and sewage,
-	public transportation.

In our paper we shall analyse the systems of delivery of selected communal services, with focus on services contracted to private sector suppliers. Taking into the account possibilities to obtain necessary dates, we shall focus on following services:

-	maintenance of local communications,
-	maintenance of public lighting infrastructure,
-	management of cemeteries,
-	waste collection and waste disposal,
-	management of public parks and green.

The following Table 1describes the costs of delivery of selected local public communal services during the period 1995 – 1995, born by the local budget. 

Table 1  The costs of delivery of selected local communal services (paid from municipal budget) in 
               thousands Slovak crowns (1 USD was about 39 Sk in 1997 and about 45 Sk in 1999)
                                                     Year
Local service
1997
1998
1999

Costs 1999 as % of total municipal expenditures
Management of cemeteries
81
71
108
0,61
Waste collection  and disposal
506
829
925
5,30
Maintenance of local communications
2 352
2 003
1 185
6,79
Management of public parks
61
69
102
0,58
Management of public lihgting
751
709
898
5,15
Total
3 751
3 711
3218
18,43

The structure and development trends of costs indicate that the costs of municipality to deliver selected services are decreasing. The main purposes are lack of resources, not allowing providing all necessary functions connected with the delivery of respective services. The apparent example is the area of road maintenance, with expenditures very much depending on current situation of the municipal budget. Critical situation of local finances should motivate the municipality to adopt all possible measures to increase cost-effectiveness of delivery of respective services, for example by the use of high quality contracts with private suppliers. However, shifting the burden of covering increasing proportion of costs of local public services to inhabitants might be alternative solution.
In the following text we provide all most important (and accessible) information, describing the systems of delivery of selected local public services. 


Maintenance of local roads, public lighting and public green


		Compared to some other examples in Slovakia the city Turzovka did not decide to contract most of public communal services to external suppliers, and delivers services of maintenance of local roads, public lighting and public green by own semi-budgetary organisation “Mestský podnik služieb”.
“Mestský podnik služieb” (MSP) was established from 1. 1. 1998 as the semi-budgetary Semi-budgetary under Slovak legislation means that the final budget deficit of the organisation is balanced from higher budget (in this case from municipal budget). Such organisation is in principle self-managing institution. organisation of the city to deliver communal public services for the city on non-profit basis, but with the right to deliver services also to other bodies on for-profit basis. Under these arrangements the activities of MSP can be divided into two categories:
a/ services delivered to city inhabitants free of charge – cleaning and maintenance of local roads, maintenance of public green, management of public lighting.
b/ services delivered to other bodies on market base – transportation of goods, small construction works, household maintenance and repairs.

The director of MSP is appointed by the municipal assembly and is responsible to this body for personnel, economic and control activities of the MSP. MSP is independent legal body connected to the municipal budget by balancing of its operational deficit. In case of profit, net profit is transferred to reserve fund, the right to decide on the use of the reserve fund is assigned to the municipal assembly. The city transferred to MSP free of charge all property and equipment for its activities, previously in city ownership.
	MPS is responsible for maintenance of local roads in total length of 66,3 km, and other space of 1710 sqm. It maintains public green, and manages public lighting – total 1160 lighting points. All these services are delivered to citizen free of charge, but in current financial situation the city does not provide resources for capital improvements – there is strong need to buy new equipment for road maintenance and to reconstruct the system of public lighting, but in this situation there are no resources available. The city grant to the MSP budget neither covers running costs to deliver free public services, about 30 % of these costs are covered by incomes from market type activities of MSP.
	There are many aspects to be mentioned when evaluating this form of delivery. On one side this solution helps to solve standing problem of lack of municipal finance. MSP does not charge market price for services delivered, and covers a part of total costs from its activities. In spite of hypothetical inefficiencies in MSP economy, it is doubtful that there would be any private body to be able to deliver respective services in the same quality and with 30 % lower costs. On the other side block grant to cover deficit of MSP budget is not transparent system of financing. The system of financing also does not motivate MSP to increase efficiency and to obtain more from services delivered on market base. The accounting system of MSP does not calculate depreciations – by this the real costs are underestimated, and as mentioned resources for capital investments are not available.


Management of cemeteries

This service is contracted-out to the private firm. Cemeteries and related buildings are the property of the city and rented to the firm by rental agreement from 1992. The agreement has unlimited validity and was not reviewed till now. In 1992 there was no public procurement legislation in Slovakia, and no obligation for competitive award of this service. The obligation for competitive tendering would arise only in case of new award of contract.
The firm is responsible for maintenance of rented property and the costs of this (apr. 100 000 Sk yearly) are invoiced to the city. The firm has the right to bill citizen for renting of public space for grave and renting of facilities during the funeral. By this most costs are born by citizens – the price is between 580 and 1840 Sk for one funeral and grave (the costs of grave are not included). The incomes from this service are shared between the municipality (70 %) and the firm (30 %).


Waste collection and waste disposal 


Waste collection and waste disposal is one of the critical municipal services, with many solutions of its concrete delivery and financing in different municipalities  in Slovakia. The city Turzovka with other eight surrounding municipalities created non-profit organisation “Združenie TKO” (ZTKO) to deliver this service. The main goals of ZTKO are as following: 
1.	Waste collection and disposal in most economic way.
2.	To advertise, prepare and realise separated waste disposal.
3.	To co-ordinate activities of all participating municipalities in this area.
4.	To co-ordinate liquidation of illegal waste disposals.
5.	To protect environment.
6.	To manage local waste disposal place.


ZTKO is legal person, with full right to manage its finance. According to its statute administrative costs cannot exceed 4 % of total incomes of the organisation. The incomes of ZTKO are grants from respective municipalities and other grants from public resources (apr. 1 200 000 Sk) and incomes from own activities (apr. 1 800 000 Sk). All incomes shall be exclusively used to cover costs of the service, as usual for non-profit sector. ZTKO cannot enter into joint business with other for-profit bodies.
ZTKO signed contracts with all establishing municipalities (including Turzovka) on waste collection, waste disposal and waste separation. According to the contract ZTKO reports to the municipal assembly on all aspects of the service two times yearly.
The obligation of the city is to assure that at minimum 90 % of inhabitants will participate in separated waste collection, to provide bins for separated waste collection and to organise the scheme of vouchers to cover part of the costs. 
The system of financing of the service is as following:

a/ ZTKO bills the city for waste collection and waste disposal. The incomes from separated and sold waste are deducted from the bill.
b/ Citizen pay for waste collection and waste disposal to the city, the system of paid vouchers with fixed price is used.
c/ Citizen do not pay for separated waste.
d/ The prices for waste collection and waste disposal for legal persons are higher than for citizen.

The solution to create non-profit body for all services connected with management of waste represent one of man used system in this area in Slovak municipalities. The main legal problem is invoicing the costs of the service to the city. According to valid public procurement legislation such arrangements are subject to competitive tendering, not realised in this case.


Lessons and conclusions

	The city Turzovka did not decide to contract most of public communal services to private sector suppliers, compared to arrangements in many other cities in Slovakia (Čadca, Banská Bystrica). It uses three available solutions as following:
1.	Delivery of local services by semi-budgetary organisation.
2.	Delivery by controlled non-profit organisation.
3.	Delivery by the private firm.

The purposes of such decision might be based on more factors, especially lack of municipal finance not allowing to pay full costs of the service, limited possibilities of supply from private sector in this region, interconnected with small number of inhabitants and resulting from it small scale of service. However, in the first case such solution can have only short-term character, because capital costs of the service are not recovered.
As observed also in other mentioned cases, municipalities usually do not respect principles and rules of public procurement legislation when providing communal public services. Also in the case of Turzovka there was no competitive tendering process in both cases, when the service is externally delivered. It is really doubtful if better bids could be achieved, but anyhow, the law shall be respected. Such approach in this case probably just represent limited believe of municipal management to the positive impacts resulting from competition.
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